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Hong Kong has long been a famous international port and
has also become the commercial and financial centre in
the Asian Pacific region. With the increase of business
activities, the opportunities for consultancy firms have
been increasing in recent years. This study is conducted
as an overall review on three aspects of management
consultancy in the business sector of Hong Kong, namely,
investment, general management and personnel management.
Why do -managers 'buy' advice at handsome prices for which
they are paid to do? What channels and criteria do they
use to select an 'advice supplier'? How do they assess
the consultancy services they have experienced? What
is the future outlook of this industry-- Consultancy
Services-- in Hong Kong? This study is to provide
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Demand for consultancy services has been booming in Hong
Kong in recent years. It is virtually a 'management
knowledge retail' in nature, and has a real impact on the
business sector. A lot of big commercial decisions have
been and will be greatly influenced by these consultancy
firms.
In view of this situation, this study is launched with the
aim of better understanding the management consultancy
industry in Hong Kong and its contribution to the local
economy.
1.1. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES OF THIS STUDY
The specific objectives of the study are as follows
To understand some background information concerning
consultancy services
To understand the extent to wnicn consultancy services
have been used in Hong Kong, so that concerned
personnel could benefit from the following:
1. selecting consultancy business as their career
2. knowing how to better use consultancy services
3. knowing how to improve and market consultancy
services
24. knowing which area should deserve further
investigation for the benefits of the industry
and
5. steering the consultancy business in Hong
Kong to an even more elevated degree.
1.2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION OF CONSULTANCY SERVICES
Consultancy services can be traced back to thousands of
years ago when a person would seek advice from another
person. However, rapid growth of consultancy services
can only be traced back to the early 19th century. Frank
Gilbreth and Federick Taylor should be regarded as the
first generation of management consultants who were paid
to conduct 'time-and-motion study' to increase
productivity for their clients. Since then, the
consultancy industry blossomed and has earned its
standing in the United States and European countries.
For example, some well known consultancy firms such as
Booz Allen and Hamilton was founded in 1914 and McKinsy
in 1926 in the United States PA (Personnel
Administration) in 1943 in Britain Brenschot in 1938 in
Holland and Bossard in 1950 in France To other
industry's jealousy, consultancy business grows whether
the economy is good or bad.
In the past twenty years, as business opportunities
expanded in the Far East, many American and
European-based companies built up their international
network by establishing regional headquarters, offices or
plants in South East Asia including Hong Kong. They also
brought to the region the experience and habit of
employing consultancy firms or seeking consultancy
services.
Hong Kong had become the commercial and financial centre
3of the Asian Pacific region due to its unique social,
political and geographical nature. The city has
developed a good infrastructure, good adaptablity to
western management concepts, and has very few
restrictions in doing business. This provides a good
environment for the consultancy business.
At present, Hong Kong's public sector commonly employs
consultancy firms to conduct feasibility studies or
formulate proposals for certain projects. For example,
the selection of the site for the new airport, the crisis
management service for the stock market right after the
crash in October 1987, the formulation of new policies
for Hong Kong tertiary education and hospital
management. However, the consultancy industry sometimes
carries an embarrassing image. It is generally thought
by the general public of Hong Kong that-- 'Employing
consultant is a waste of time and money, but it is a
necessary procedure for Hong Kong Government'. Since the
entry barrier to bid for government projects is quite
high, the public sector is not the target market for most
consultancy firms in Hong Kong. Therefore, this study is
limited to the consultancy services available in the
private sector of Hong Kong.
Plenty of business opportunities and strong economic
growth in the last decade had fertilized the growth of
the consultancy industry in Hong Kong. For example, Hong
Kong lies at the entrance of the PRC, which tries to
attract foreign captial as one of its main priorities
since adopting the Open Door and Economic System Reform
Policy in 1979. However, many interested investors are
suspicious and unfamiliar with this country. Therefore,
they are very much contented by the presence of the
bilingual, efficient and experienced China trade advisors
halednnnir Kong when they prepare to invest in China.
knother opportunity for the consultancy business is the
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1997 issue which has driven a lot of local people,
especially those at middle management level, out of Hong
Kong. Loss of these people has caused a shortage of
executives and professional personnel in all sectors.
Management consultancy as a kind of expert retailing
business is a response to this high demand.
Moreover, there is a global trend of using consultants to
cope with rapid change, information technology and to
keep a simple form lean staff" corporate structure.
However, even in the home country of consultancy in
America and Britain, people are sceptical about
management consultancy. This adds incentive to study how
this profession is perceived and used in Hong Kong.
1.3. CONSULTANCY SERVICES
1.3.1. Definition of Consultancy Services
Consultancy firms are outside helpers, experts for
specific jobs or assignments and are paid on time or
project basis. Management consultancy is a way of making
companies pay retail prices for management skills that
used to be available wholesale.
A better definition was proposed by Larry ureiner ana
2Robert Metzger in their book Consulting to Management
'Management consulting is an advisory
service contracted for and provided
to organizations by specially
trained and qualified persons who
assist, in an objective and
independent manner, the client
organization to identify management
problems, analyse such problems,
5
recommend solutions to these
problems and help, when requested,
in the implementation of solutions."
1.3.2. Supply of Consultancy Services
The Trend
Consultancy is a kind of specialization of work which
started its history in late nineteenth century. Not
until the end of the second world war did this industry
really become established. With its low cost of
investment, but satisfying the need for actualization of
entrepreneurship, many people of different backgrounds
rush in to provide consultancy services of various types.
It seems to be very easy to become a consultant. In Hong
Kong, up to now, there is no legislative restriction or
any professional bodies to govern or to qualify a person
to be a consultant. It is just as simple as getting a
business registration and one can start business. It is
a trend for specialists establishing their own little
proprietors or forming partnerships to supply consultancy
services. Moreover, established accounting firms and
legal firms are diversifying to offer consultancy
services and provide the 'buying in one shop' advantage
to their clients.
In the United States and Europe, the services offered by
different firms are different among themselves. They
range from pure strategy advisors, specialists in various
fields, software houses, executive search firms, to
employment agencies.
Subsidiaries of the famous international consultancy
firms which originated in the United States and Europe
such as Arthur Anderson, Peak Marwick, Price Waterhouse
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TPFC (Towers, Perrin, Forster & Crosby) and HAY are
offering their normal line of services in Hong Kong.
Local experts of various fields also seek this
opportunity to start their own consultancy firms.
However, in order to gain a better client base, some of
them form some kinds of affiliation with their overseas
established counterparts.
Consultancy Services offered by semi-Government bodies in
Hong Kong
The Hong Kong Government has provided consultancy
services to the business community through the following
bodies. the Vocational Training Council and Hong Kong
Productivity Council. The Management Development Centre
(MDC) was set up by the Vocational Training Council in
1984. The main purpose of MDC is "to improve the quality
and quantity of management in Hong Kong, ensuring that it
is capable of meeting changing needs, both in the short
and the long term". "In addition to its primary research
and development projects and programmes, the MDC also
coordinates management education and training activities
in the institutions, promotes the importance of
professional management development to all business in
Hong Kong-- large and small, in manufacturing and
service sectors." (See Appendix 1)
The Management and Industrial Consultancy Division of
Hong Kong Productivity Council was also established to
offer a wide range of consultancy services which include
general management, production management, personnel
management, marketing services, project management and
administrative services. (See Appendix 2)
Both Hong Kong, American and European consultancy firms
all perceive the needs and opportunities for consultancy
business in Hong Kong. Consequently, the industry has
grown rapidly in size in Hong Kong.
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1.3.3. Demand of Consultancy Services
Recently, the Hong Kong economy had been booming again
and since 1986 business activities have accelerated to
record highs. Together with the brain drain which is due
to the 1997 issue, a serious shortage of middle
management personnel has resulted. Job vacancy
advertisements over the weekend in the two leading
newspapers, South China Morning Post and Hong Kong
Standard, are on average 150 and 110 pages respectively.
This phenomenon has lasted for two years since mid 1987.
Though the British Government believes that Hong Kong's
brain drain is 'not too serious', it has published the
number of people emigrating to other countries from Hong
Kong. The figures for 1987 and 1988 are estimated to be
30,000 and 45,000 persons respectively. The forecast for
1989 is 40,000.3 One-fourth of these people are believed
to be middle executives and professional personnel. The
following wording in a promotional leaflet of a
consultancy firm (See Appendix 3) correctly reflects the
situation
'Renting our professional executives
for short term projects is your
solution to the brain drain.
Appendices 4 to 7 are a few of the many employment
advertisements placed by consultancy firms recently
Ernest Whinney is looking for 'Senior
Consultants' and 'Consultants' in Information
Technology, Management Accounting, Financial
Economic Feasibility Studies due to the continued
growth.
Peak Marwick is,looking for 'Management
Consultants' for several weeks to cater for
8
planned growth in 1989
Search and Assessment Services (SAS) is expanding
their Hong Kong Office.
Collins Asia Net is recruiting 'Management
Consultants' as a result of increased client
activity
Not only is there a shortage of executives and
professionals, Hong Kong is also facing the problem of
labour shortage. With Hongkong's economy boiling over
and the labour supply stretched, unemployment has plunged
to 1.3 per cent, a post-war low.4 This problem had
taken a high portion of the management time in
recruiting, training, and controlling of new recruits.
In Hong Kong, there is neither entry barrier to the
consultancy industry, nor any code of conduct to govern
the business operation. Therefore, the supply of
consultancy services increases with high demand.
1.4. SCOPE OF THE STUDY
In spite of all the bad jokes put on the profession, such
as.
Consultants are people who borrow your watch to
tell you the time and then walk off with it
'A consultant is someone who can help you go wrong
with confidence and
'Those who can do will do, those who can't do will
consult.
The trend of employing consultants in the United States
9
and Europe continues to grow. It is interesting to know
to what extent consultancy services have been used in the
Hong Kong business sector.
This study focuses on various aspects, namely:
1. The kind of consultancy services the companies are
using
2. The expenditure on consultancy services in the past
three years
3. The channels for sourcing consultancy firms
4. The reasons for employing consultancy firms
5. The criteria for selecting a consultancy firm
6. The comments on the consultancy services experienced
7. The forecast of future use of consultancy
services and
8. The budget for consultancy services in 1989.





employment agencies ror non-exeuuLlve 5LQ11.
Initially, it was intended to include marketing programs,
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information technology, automation and productivity.
However, during the sample test for the drafted
questionaire (See section on methodology), comments were
received from respondents that the scope was too broad.
Therefore, the present study will only attend to the
following three areas of management consultancy
1. Investment projects, highlighting local, PRC and
other investment projects
2. General management, highlighting organization
development, business strategy and trouble shooting
or diagnosis and
3. Personnel management, highlighting executive




Though practitioners of consultancy firms are claiming
themselves 'professionals' and acting upon it
accordingly, there is not much literature written on the
subject to establish some theories and models for the
profession. In Hong Kong, no studies are conducted for
the industry. The rapid growth of this industry in Hong
Kong is confirmed by the recruitment advertisments
previously quoted. However, it is hard to find
statistics on the trend of development. The business
registration of Hong Kong on trade or business is not
strictly enforced and updated. As a result, a company
may register in one trade and practice in another.
Moreover, a registered company may not necessarily be
actively doing business. Therefore, there is no reliable
secondary data to measure the growth or activities of
11
this industry in Hong Kong.
With this limitation of published literature and
secondary data, first hand information obtained through a
well designed questionaire was chosen for this study.
1.5.2. Primary Data Collection
Sample Size
In the initial attempt to decide the number of
questionaires to be sent, some practicing consultants
were interviewed. It was advised that local companies
with an annual sales volume of under HK$5 million were
not likely to use consultancy services. As a result, 200
companies were selected randomly. Only those having more
than 20 employees and annual sales volume around or
greater than HK$5 million were chosen.
Questionaire Design
The questionaires were expected to be answered by senior
management personnel who are involved in budgeting and
selection of consultancy firms. A sample test was
conducted to test the drafted questionaire. A few
practising consultants and 10 executives of different
firms were invited to answer the drafted questionaire.
Samples of comments are as follows:
1. The scope of the study was too broad. A company
who had employed consultancy services for all areas
would find it difficult to rate so many different
consultancy firms.
2. It is too difficult and discouraging to rank the
reasons and criteria in employing consultancy firms
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from 1 to 9, with 1 indicating least important and
so forth.
Consequently, the questionaire was revised and types of
consultancy services were reduced to three, that is,
investment projects, general management and personnel
management. A 5-point scale was used instead of ranking
from 1 to 9. (See Appendix 8) The questionaire contained
12 questions concerning the usage of consultancy services
and 4 questions on company information.
Data Analysis
Simple statistical method will be used to analyse the
data collected. Percentages, means, standard deviations
and modes will be calculated when appropriate.5 The data
will also be used to test if there is any relationship
between a business firm employing consultancy services
and its size, source of capital and type of business.
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CHAPTER 11
THE STUDY AND THE EMPIRICAL RESULTS
2.1. OVERALL VIEW OF RESULTS FROM RETURNED QUESTIONAIRES
Seventy-seven questionaries out of 200 were returned,
including 2 apologies. Therefore, the response rate was
27.5_
Forty-four companies out of 75 did use consultancy
services before, which equate to 58.6% of the respondents
Tables of data are presented in the Appendices. However
for the convenience of reading, some of them will be
presented in the main text of the report for easy
reference.
2.2. COMPANY SIZE IN RELATION TO THE USE OF CONSULTANCY
SERVICES
The size of companies is defined in terms or annual sales
or number of employees. What type or types of companies
use consultancy services most or least?
Larger firms can spread out the consultancy ree as
overhead expense. Therefore, they are expected to use
consultancy services more often.
However, during the late 70's and early 80's, when Hong
.Kong was in an economic recession, many companies
suffered from expanding too fast. As a result, they had
to layoff some employees. Since then, keeping employment
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size down to a minimum level has been the corporate
policy of many organizations. However, as economy
prospers, these organizations face a situation where
management time becomes insufficient. Buying managment
time at retail, that is, using consultancy services, can
help them to achieve the corporate objective of keeping
staff level at a minimum as well as to meet the need of
normal operation. Therefore, medium size firms may also
be the, key customers of consultancy firms.
In the questionaire, specific questions on annual sales
volume, employment size, source of capital and type of
business were asked. Annual sales volume and employment
size are used as indicators to measure the size of the
company here. The results are shown in Table 1.
Seven companies did not indicate their annual sales volume
in terms of dollars. Five in the banking/finance
industry remarked that it is not applicable for them to
indicate sales volume in dollar terms. The remaining two
companies, one of which is an engineering consultancy firm
for construction, and the other one failed to indicate its
type of business.
As shown in Table 1, nearly 80% of consultancy users had
annual sales volume of HK$100 million to HK$1000 million
and above, with the trend of the bigger the annual sales
volume, the more chance a company will use consultancy
services.
In Hong Kong, over 80% of companies empioyea zu employees
or less.6 However, in this study, companies with more
than 20 persons are purposely chosen, so that
distribution of companies in terms of employment size
resulted differently.
In Table 2, 84% of-the consultancy services users
employed 100 to more than 1000 employees. It can be
15
TABLE 1 ANNUAL SALES VOLUME IN RELATION TO THE USE OF CONSULTANCY SERVICES
Zank byofofNo. ofNo. ofCompany Classified by
ofUsersSampleTotalNon-usersUsersAnnual Sales Volume
Users(75 Cos.),(in million HK$)
450.02.7211Under 5
450.02.72115 to less than 10
525.3 31.61913610 to less than 100
21.3 62.5 36 16100 to less than 500 10
500 to less than 1,000 3 72.78 11 14.7 1
1,000 and above 13 5 24.018 72.2 2
Total 39 29 68
Remark: 7 firms were unable to indicate their annual sales volume.
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TABLE 2: EMPLOYMENT SIZE IN RELATION TO THE USE OF CONSULTANCY SERVICES
% of
Rank by%ofSampleTotalNo. of No. ofCompany Classified by
of UsersUsers(75 Cos.)Users Non-usersEmployment Size
455.612.0945Under 50
522.29 12.07250 to less than 100
262.129 38.711100 to less than 500 18
61.5 35 13 17.3500 to less than 1000 8
151000 or above 11 4 20.0 173.3
Total 44 31 75
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safely said that a company which has less than 100
employees will seldom use such services.
Both results of the above 2 indicators, annual sales
volume and employment size, show that user rate for small
companies is at 50% to 55%. The rate decreases when the
companies grow larger and then increases again. In this
survey, only 5.4% of companies have annual sales volume
under HK$10 million and 12% are having less than 50
employees. Therefore, it may not be representing the
usage rate of small companies. Generally speaking, we
can believe that larger companies use more consultancy
services than smaller ones.
2.3. SOURCE OF CAPITAL IN RELATION TO THE USE OF
CONSULTANCY SERVICES
Companies with what sources of capital use consultancy
services most or least?
Hong Kong is famous for its absorption of American and
British culture, concepts and practices so local firms
are expected to give no resistance to consultancy
services.
Data analysis for source of capital in relation to the
use of consultancy services is given in Table 3.
In Table 3, for the joint capital companies, the only
non-user is a joint venture, while the 3 users are a
joint venture, an Asia based company, and the remaining
one. a ioint venture of Hong Kong and Philippine capital
If we exclude the only one PRC based company, American
based companies rank number one in this survey in
employing consultancy firms while local companies rank
number 3 in terms of% of users among their own group.
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TABLE 3: SOURCE OF CAPITAL IN RELATION TO THE USE OF CONSULTANCY SERVICES
of
of of Rank by% ofSampleTotalCompany Classified by
Non-user of UsersUsers(75 Cos.)UsersSource of Capital
436 48. C 55.620 16Local
24. C 77.8 2us 4 1814
Japan 0 0 0 O.C N/A Nl
Europe 5 8 13 17.3 38.5 5
PRC 1 0 1 1.3 100.0 1
5.3Joint Capital 3 1 4 75.0 3
Australia 4.01 2 3 33.3 6
Total 44 31 75
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However, local companies rank first and US rank second
in terms of% of total users in the sample.
Surprisingly, only 38% of European based companies are
users. Regretfully, no questionaires were returned by
Japanese based companies and almost no response from PRC
based companies.
The American, European and local companies have reflected
stronger interest in using consultancy services in Hong
Kong. While Japanese firms, as commented by the
consultants being interviewed, seldom provide information
to non-Japanese organizations through questionaires. PRC
firms are expected to have very low tendency to use
consultancy services in Hong Kong. The interesting thing
here is that local companies take the lead. It is hard
to say whether this is good or bad. But it may be the
case that since local firms are in the majority, the
figure may be biased.
2.4. TYPES OF BUSINESS IN RELATION TO THE USE OF
CONSULTANCY SERVICES
In the Unite.d States, it was said that despite their bad
rap, the consulting business is booming. And guess
what's contributing to this boom? America's
electronics industry, such as AST Research and Digital
Corp.7 This study may test if it is true for the Hong
Kong manufacturing sector. Data analysis for types of
business in relation to the use of consultancy services
is given in Table 4.
The non-users in the 'Others' category include a cleaning
services company, an advertising agency, a publisher, 2
insurance companies, a ship building company, a computer
services company, an accounting firm and a diving services
cmmnanv_
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TABLE 4: TYPES OF BUSINESS IN RELATION TO THE USE OF CONSULTANCY SERVICES
of
Rank by%ofSampleNo. of TotalNo. ofCompany Classified by
of Users(75 Cos.) UsersNon-usersUsersTypes of Business
457.726 34.71115Manufacturing
366.74 12 16.08Banking/Finance
9 4 17.3 69.2 2Trading, Wholesale/Retail, Import/Export 13
Hotel/Tourism 1 1 2 2.7 50.0 5
Construction 3 0 3 4.0 100.0 1
Transport 1 2 3 4.0 33.3 6
Others 7 9 16 21.3 43.8 N/A
Total 44 31 75
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Users in the 'Others' category include a motor car driving
training school, an accounting firm, 2 engineering
consultancy firms, an insurance company, a speed post
services company and the remaining one unknown.
Although the manufacturing industry ranked fourth in
terms of% of users in its own group (57.7%), they are
the main users for consultancy services in terms of
number (15 companies among 44) in this survey.
Manufacturing has been employing one third of the working
population and contributing one fourth of the GNP of Hong
Kong.8
It can therefore be assumed that the manufacturing sector,
in Hong Kong is using more management expertise than any
other sector in today's Hong Kong.
2.5. POPULAR CONSULTANCY SERVICES
For practitioners of management consultancy, it would be
valuable to know which areas of the consultancy services
are used most or least?
Following the adoption of the Open Door Policy ana
economic reform programme in attracting foreign
investment, China became an attractive market that no
businessman can afford to ignore. However, due to the
communication problems, language barriers and way of
thinking, investors from the United States, Europe and
Japan need advice in their investment-- which means
better business opportunities for consultancy firms in
Hong Kong.
The brain drain problem of Hong Kong has caused keen
competition for recruiting human resources, which in turn
provides good business for head-hunting-- executive
search and also training and development to enable
22
succession planning.
The questionaire presents the question of what area of
consultancy services they had used before, among three
areas of management consultancy investment projects,
general management and personnel management. Under each
area, three specific kinds are highlighted. For
investment projects, respondents are asked to indicate
whether it is concerning local, PRC or other investment
projects. For general management, they are asked whether
it is concerning organization development, business
strategy or trouble shooting. Lastly, in the personnel
management area, they are asked whether it is concerning
executive recruitment, training and development, or
compensation and benefits.
First of all, we look at the three areas of management
consultancy, data is shown in Table 5.
In the 'Others' area of consultancy projects, the
respondents indicated property and decoration, legal
matters, software development, operations improvement.
Two engineering companies remarked that they used to
subcontract architecture projects to other engineering
consultancy firms.
Personnel management is on the top of the list among the
three areas of management consultancy. The usage rate of
projects in personnel management is high and accounts
for 52% of the sample (75 companies) and 88.6% of total
users (44 companies) respectively. This reflects the
current situation of Hong Kong on labour shortage and the
brain drain. These two problems create a heavy demand on
human resources management. Hong Kong must focus on
recruitment and training to increase productivity in
order to balance the upsurge of wage level, and to enable
succession planning to tackle the brain drain. Last but
not 1Aact_ all companies must ensure an equitable
23
TABLE 5 POPULAR AREA OF CONSULTANCY SERVICES








Remark: 44 users in the sample, but they may tick more than
one area of projects.
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remuneration package to attract and maintain their
valuable assets--- people.
To turn to specific kinds of projects under the three
areas, we have the result in Table 6.
Executive search, or head-hunting, is on the top of the
list. It would be very interesting to conduct a further
study to see if the trend is rising in recent years.
Nevertheless, it is an unique picture of Hong Kong which
is different from the United States and Europe where the
other 2 areas of projects, investment and general
management, have a much bigger share of the market.
PRC investment projects only account for a small
percentage in terms of usage. It can be assumed that the
amount of money spent on consultancy services would be
much bigger than any other sectors. This may only be a
start while the PRC market has still been regarded as an
abnormal market by western businessman, or main customers
for PRC investment consultation will be those giant
foreign companies without bases in Hong Kong.
2.6. EXPENSE ON CONSULTANCY SERVICES IN THE PAST 3 YEARS
In Appendix 7, a consultancy firm advertised to invite
applications for 'consultant' as a result of increased
client activities. Norman Broadbent, a specialist in
executive search consultancy, highlighted in their annual
report that 1988 was another year of exceptional growth
for them.9
Respondents were asked to give the approximate amount
they had spent on consultancy services in the years 1986
1987 and 1988. The, data in Table 7 is obtained.
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TABLE 6 POPULAR KIND OF CONSULTANCY PROJECTS
No. of % of 44 % of
Kind of Projects Users User- Sample
companies (75 cos)
Investment projects
Loc?c'l Investment 4 9.1 5.3
PRC Investment 6.83 4.0










Remark 44 users in the sample, but they may tick more
than one kind of projects.
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208.138.45 327.32.921 12.48Total expenditure
(in million HK$)
543224 1165 114.5142.4Average expenditure per
Company (in thousand HK$)
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Among the 44 user-companies, 10 companies failed to
provide their expenditure in consultancy services in the
past three years. Two companies were due to
confidentiality. Seven answered that the expense had not
been kept in separate accounts. Another company answered
that they had not started the use of consultancy services
until early this year, therefore, they have zero
expenditure for the past 3 years. The remaining one left
this question blank.
From the data of 33 user-companies, we can see a trend of
rising expenditure for consultancy services. In 1986,
only thirteen companies had spent money on consultancy
services, totalled HK$2.921 million. In 1987,
twenty-three companies spent a total of HK$12.48
million. Thirty-three companies spent HK$38.45 million
in 1988.
The result shows a growth of 13 times for consultancy
business within a period of 3 years. This is probably
the record high growth rate for an industry in Hong Kong.
The result also indicated that the growth rate in 1987
was higher than 1988 in terms of both total expenditure
and average expenditure by the respondents.
2.7. CHANNELS FOR SOURCING CONSULTANCY FIRMS
When a company is in trouble and finds no such expertise
or time to solve the problem, the manager will take the
initative to find a consultant. Normally, one would
expect a consultant has little chance to get an order by
'cold calling', unless he/she is so lucky as to knock on
the door of a company which happens to have a problem at
that moment.
Also, there is a conflict for a consultant to claim
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himself a professional and at the same time to go out to
act like a salesman. Therefore, the consultancy firms
are in a more passive position to get business. When a
company decides to call upon a consultancy firm to solve
a problem, the executive in charge may seek advice from
his or her friends. Recommendations from friends is
expected to be the most popular channel for sourcing
consultancy firms, because consultancy service is a kind
of 'credence goods' that one can not tell until one has
consumed it.
Unlike lawyers and doctors, consultants are not
restricted from placing an advertisement, but in the book
of Hubert Bermont, we are told that advertisements in
newspapers are not very effective.
Consultancy firms specializing in China trade may link up
with big hotels to offer services. Direct mailing of
promotional pamphets is a cheaper, more time-saving
marketing method than cold calling and customer visits.
However, direct mailing is overwhelming these days. A
small survey on two companies has revealed that over 30%
of incoming mail to a company is direct mailing of no
immediate use. However, it may be quite effective as a
way to get business for a consultancy firm, especially
when those materials come along with journals sent to
members of professional bodies such as HKIE, HKIPM etc.
(Appendix 3 is an example of a direct mailing by a
consultancy firm.)
Advertising in management or professional journals sounds
more professional and specialized. Readers may tend to
retain these journals and refer to them more often than
the yellow pages and business telephone directories.
From another viewpoint, business telephone directories
may have the advantage for easier access and wider
contact by the general public. The last channel
specified in the questionaires is assumed to be a
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commonly used channel, that is, established relations in
other areas. For example, existing clients will tend or
be inclined to employ the management consultancy branch
of their auditor.
Satisfied customers brought repeat business. It was
found in the 'Survey on Management Consultancy' that
one-third of consultancy business in the United States is
repeat business.10 In Norman Broadbent's Annual Report,
72% of their business in 1988 is repeat business.11
Six channels for sourcing consultancy firms were
presented to the user-companies who may tick more than
one channel which they had used before.
The six channels are as follow:
Established relations in other areas
Recommendation from friends
Direct mailing of promotional pamplets
Management/Professional Journals
Advertisement on Newspaper
Yellow oacze/Business Telephone Directory
The results are summarized in Table 8.
Eight companies have used channels in addition to the
above six as listed below:
1. Prestige as specialist for specific area
2. I3iaaing
TABLE 8: POPULAR CHANNELS FOR SOURCING CONSULTANCYVFIRM
ofRank by NoNo. of user-
Usersof userscompaniesChannels
77.3134Established relations in other areas
54.5224Recommendation from friends
22.710 3Direct mailing of promotion pamplets
8 4 18.2Management/Professional Journals
6 5 13.6Advertisement on Newspaper
Yellow page/Business Telephone Directory 1 6 2.3
Others 9 20.5/A
Total 92
Remarks: Total users= 44, they, may indicate more than one channel
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3. Contact through branches in Europe
4. Past experience
5. Direct contact of the consultancy firm
6. Specialist from own joint venture company
7. Through bankers and other professionals
8. Attending seminar
The findings as shown in Table 8 is straight forward.
The most popular channels used to find consultancy firms
when a company needs help, are finding those firms which
they have 'established relations in other areas' and
recommendations from-friends'. Therefore, satisfied
clients are the major sales tool for consultancy firms.
They will call on you again and again or they will
recommend you to their friends.
2.8. REASONS FOR USING CONSULTANCY SERVICES
Consultancy, with its professional outlook, is a very
expensive service. Then, why are managers or executives
of a company willing to pay them to perform the jobs
which are supposed to be done by themselves?
It is expected to be a solution to the problem of
shortage of people to do the jobs, either the quantity or
the quality of people. Another reason may be the
user-companies believe that full time concentration on
the assignment by specialists means quality results over
a shorter period of time. Or maybe, as mentioned
earlier, it is the corporate strategy to maintain a
'slim' organization'structure to avoid heartbreaking
layoff in bad times.
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Political reasons may also be a reason. The management
hires consultants to make a case for sacking someone. It
is better to get in a specialist to justify the boss's
initial thinking, or to put the responsibility for
results of a project on the consultant, and so on.
The decision in hiring a consultant may be made after a
cost benefit analysis. It is comparatively economical to
obtain objective, fresh and independent advice for a
large investment project in reducing the risk of losing
billion of dollars. In some situations, an objective
asessment by a third party is necessary.
The users are asked to rate 8 reasons for using
consultancy services from highly important to least
important. A 5-point scale is used to measure the
relative importance of each reason.
The results are summarized in Table 9. The data and
simple analysis with mean, standard deviation (SD) and
mode for each of the eight reasons are given in Appendix
Tables 1 to 8.
There are 7 companies giving other reasons for employing
consultancy firms as below:
1. To provide professional and reliable information-
Hivhly important (5 points)
2. It is a more economical means of recruitment-- Very
important (4 points)
3. High turnover of employees while there is no response
to recruitment advertisement-- Highly important (5
points)
4. Not familiar with the legal practice of PRC, for
example, law, customs, etc.-- Highly important (5
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TART. rnMpARTSnN OF THE IMPORTANCE OF EIGHT REASONS TO EMPLOY CONSULTANCY FIRMS
Rank by
MeanModeSDMeanReasons of Employing Consultancy Firmc.
151.313.7Inadequate expertise to handle the project
241.163.6Obtain objective advice from experts
341.13.2Shortage of time
441.333.1Inadequate manpower to handle the project
541.182.8An ad hoc project, not justifiable to
recruit a permanent staff
63/42.7 1.1Maintain a Simple form-lean staff
organization structure, strategically
avoid employing more staff
7Let the consultant justify my own initial 2.3 1.2 1
thinking
It is fashionable to employ consultant 1.5 0.79 1 8
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points)
5. Arms length in case of executive recruitment
moderately important (3 points)
6. Tailor made to meet company's need-- Highly important
(5 points)
7. Need more resources to train new employees to fill the
post-- very important (4 points)
The most important reason, in terms of mean and mode
values, is 'inadequate expertise to handle the project',
followed by 'obtain objective advice from experts', and
'shortage of time'. However, reasons of 'it is
fashionable to employ consultants' and to 'let the
consultant justify my own initial idea' are unimportant.
The result shows the rationality or Hong Kong ,s managers
in making decisions and spending money on consultancy
services. Political reasons may appear ad hoc, but on
the whole, the main reason for hiring expensive
consultants is to get the job done effectively and
efficiently.
No user had mentioned the reason for employing
consultancy firms due to a lack of facilities, for
example, computer capacity. Therefore, it is the people
resources rather than other resources that is lacking and
required 'retailing' help from outside.
2.9. CRITERIA FOR SELECTING CONSULTANCY FIRMS
Consultancy services are credence goods, therefore, low
price strategy may get an adverse effect. Some of the
local consultancy firms had tried to get affiliation with
overseas companies to stretch their arms length, stressed
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their sources of captial from the US or Europe and
preferred to hire expatriates as consultants.
In selecting a consultancy firm, the executive in charge
will assess the ability of the consultants in
understanding the problem, in handling people of the
user-company and whether he or she is a SME (Subject
Matter Expert).
There is no legislative or professional bodies to set any
rules for this industry. However, some well-established
consultancy firms have developed their own ethical code
of conduct. They will specify some terms in the
contract, for example, non-competition assurance,
non'-disclosure warranty, terms of nonacceptability and so
on. Sometimes, this is known as 'umbella contract'. It
is amazing to know which will be the best packaging and
pricing for a consultancy firm in order to get good
business.
The users are asked to rate 8 criteria for selecting
consultancy firms from highly important to least
important. A 5-point scale is used again.
The data and simple analysis with mean, standard
deviation (SD) and mode for each of the eight criteria
are given in Appendix Tables 9 to 16 at the back.
The results are summarized in Table 10
One more criterion which is not mentionea In Liie
questionaire and is rated by one respondent as very
important (4 points), is their availability and/or
absence of conflict of interest."
From Table 10, it is shown that the most important
criteria for select-ing a consultancy firm are the
'Pxnprtise' and 'the past record of the consultancy
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TABLE 10: COMPARISON OF THE IMPORTANCE OF EIGHT
CRITERIA IN SELECTING CONNSULTANCY FIRMS
RankCriteria in selecting
by MeanModeMean SDconsultancy firms
150.714.6Expertise of the consultant
250.734.4Past record/performance
340.694.2Reputation of the consultancy firm
440.934Specialist/familiarity in your industry
541.083.9Ethical code of conduct
630.743.3Price
3 72.9 1.17International affiliation
1Nationality of the consultant 1.9 1.01 8
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firm'. This is consistent with the most popular channels
for sourcing consultancy firms, that is, 'established
relations' and 'recommendation from friends'.
Although the 'nationality of the consultant' is least
important among all the factors, 'international
affiliation' of a consultancy firm is a major edge. For
example, executive search in overseas countries.
2.10. COMMENTS ON THE CONSULTANCY SERVICES
The fact that satisfied customers will come again not only
applies to a firm, but also applies to a young industry.
Especially for consultancy services, it is actually a
retailing of experts, and a company may go back to
'wholesale' after one bad experience.
An executive in charge of the client company may
sometimes expect to save management time by employing
outside consultants. However, they may find out later
that their time had been tied up by the consultant. This
includes the time to provide information, read any
reports, redirect the consultant back to the real
problem, or even tackle conflicts between the consultant
anti Pmnlnvees_and so on.
Users were asked to rate from 'Very Good' to 'Very Poor
on 7 aspects about the consultancy services they had
experienced. Again, a 5-point scale is used to measure
the quality of work of this industry from the users'
point of view. The results are provided in Appendix
Tables 17 to 23.
Table 11 is a summary of the results
Comparatively, the weakness of the consultancy services
as perceived by users lies in the 'implementabilty or
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TAB 11 SUMMARY OF USERS' COMMMENTS ON CONSULTANCY FIRMS' SERVICES
Rank
by MeanModeSDMeanComments after employing consultant
140.64Reliability, trust confidientiality
240.663.9Quality of consultancy work
340.613.8Ability to complete the assignment on time
440.653.7Effectiveness
40.62 43.7Worthiness
530.753.7Ability to understand your business
640.573.6Implementability/Workability
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workability' of the solution suggested. However, it is
still fairly good in terms of mode. They are doing the
best in terms of 'reliability, trust and confidentiality'
Average rating of 44 user-companies using a 5-point scale
of consultancy firms is shown in Table 12.
TABLE 12 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS ON USERS'COMMENTS





The result shows that the consultancy firms in Hong Kong
can meet the needs of customers.
2.11. CONTRIBUTION TO THE ECONOMY
The usage of consultants by the Hong Kong Government
seems to damage the image of the industry in the view of
the general public. How about in the private sector?
The 44 user-companies in this survey are the most
suitable persons to rate the usefulness of consultancy
services. Their comments are given in Table 13.
A 5-point scale is used again. The users are asked to
rate from 'Very Useful' (5 points) to 'Useless' (1 point)
Overall, the user-companies assess the industry as useful
to the business community. No company found consultancy
to be little use or useless. From the comments, one can
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be optimistic about the future of the consultancy
industry in the private sector of Hong Kong.
Given a strong Hong Kong economy, the outflow of managers
and the political stability in both China and Hong Kong,
the business opportunities will accelerate.
TABLE 13 CONTRIBUTION TO THE ECONOMY











2.12. FUTURE EMPLOYMENT OF CONSULTANCY SERVICES
The number of consultancy firms has grown rapidly. 't'ne
future outlook of the business is of utmost concern for
those who have been or are going to enter the industry.
All respondents, users or non-users, are asked if they
will consider to us.e consultancy services in the future
We have the findings in Table 14.
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From this study, 100% of the 44 user-companies will
consider using consultancy services in the future. Ten
companies who had not used consultancy services before
will consider using them in the future. The percentage
of users in this sample will be increased from 58.6% to
72%, which is equal to a growth rate of 22.7% of client
base.
TABLE 14: FUTURE EMPLOYMENT OF CONSULTANCY SERVICES




2.13. TENDENCY TO USE THE SAME FIRM-- REPEAT BUSINESS
In the United States, research data indicated that
one-third of the business of consultancy firms is
obtained from old customers. Consultancy is a people's
business. To enable the consultant to get into the
project quickly and effectively, the user-company must
orient and provide adequate information. Therefore, it
is more convenient to employ the same consultancy firm
for similar projects than to look for another
consultant. However, to obtain fresh and objective
ideas. a brand new person may be preferred.
The 44 old users of consultancy services are asked to
answer 'Yes', 'Probably Yes', or 'No' to use the same
consultancy firm again. Results are provided in Table 15
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TABLE 15 TENDENCY TO USE THE SAME
CONSULTANCY FIRM
No. of % of





Twenty-five out of 44 users answer definitely 'yes' that
they will employ the same consultancy firm, that is
56.8%.'Yes' and 'probably yes' add up to nearly 100% with
only one company saying 'no'. This company has an
average rating on the performance of consultancy firms of
3.29 points and contribution of consultancy firms to the
economy of 4 points. His/her main reason for not hiring
the same firm again is due to poor performance of that
firm.
Nearly all users tend to use the same consultancy firm.
Newcomers may be hard to compete in existing markets and
should put efforts into exploring new ones.
2.14. FUTURE PROJECTS
The most popular projects in the past have been in the
personnel management area. However, the future business
is of more concern for practicing or potential
consultants. As found in this study, there will be 22.7%
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growth for the industry. Which area will take a bigger
share of this growth? The answer can be found in Table 16
TABLE 16: POPULAR AREA OF CONSULTANCY SERVICES IN FUTURE
of Users






Remarks: 54 users in the sample, but they may tick more
than one area of projects.










Remark 54 future users and 44 past users in this sample,
bt thPv may tick more than one area of projects.
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As we compare the past 44 users with the future 54 users,
we obtain the growth rate for each area in Table 17.
Growth for investment projects is expected to be zero.
Although there is nearly 18% growth for personnel
management projects, the highest growth area is in
general management.
To study in detail for specific kind of projects under
each area, we find the results in Table 18:
TABLE 18 POPULAR KIND OF PROJECTS IN FUTURE
No. of of Users














Remark: 54 future users in this sample, but they
may tick more than one kind of projects.
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If we compare the past with the future, we get the growth
rate of each kind in Table 19:
TABLE 19 GROWTH RATE OF EACH KIND OF PROJECTS
No. ofNo. of















Remark 54 future users and 44 past users in znls
sample, but they may tick more than one kind
of projects.
Significant growth is found in trouble snoozing unu
organization development. Moderate growth is expected
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for executive search and training and development
The growth rate shown in Table 17 and 19 may be biased
due to the relative small size of the sample. However,
it may be an indicator for the trend.
2.15. BUDGET FOR CONSULTANCY SERVICES IN 1989
Budget is planning. However, employing consultant may
not be a planned activity. When there is a problem, with
shortage of expertise or manpower, a company has to
consider the alternative of retailing management time.
Except for those companies whose corporate policy' is
employing consultants as normal practice or those
experienced users of consultancy services, few other
companies will have a budget.
Old and potential users are asked if they have a budget
for 1989 for consultancy services. Their answers are
summarized in Table 20:
TABLE 20 BUDGET FOR CONSULTANCY SERVICES IN 1989




Only 12 companies, that is 27.3% or oia users or 22.2% of
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all old and potential users, have a budget for
consultancy expenses for the year 1989. Employing




3.1. RESULTS OF THIS STUDY
The consultancy industry has grown rapidly in Hong Kong
in recent years. This is proven in the study that over
50% of companies have used consultancy services to some
extent
The most popular area of consultancy project is personnel
management, specifically in executive search. 88% of
user-companies have used head-hunters, which reflects the
current problem of Hong Kong-- brain drain and high
turnover of executives.
The expense for consultancy services has grown
drastically by 13 times from 1986 to 1988. It provides a
strong projection for the coming three years.
The most common channels for sourcing consultancy rirms
are through established relations in other areas and
recommendation from friends. The main reasons for using
expensive consultancy services are due to inadequate
expertise to handle the projects and to obtain objective
advice from experts. The major criteria for selecting a
consultancy firm are the expertise of the consultant, and
if available, the past record or performance of the
firm/consultant will also be considered.
Overall comment from users i s tavouraole. From the users'
point of view, consultancy services are useful to the
economy. A 22.7% growth in number of users is found in
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the study. Nearly all users will employ the same
consultancy firm again.
Future growth for the industry is expected to be in the
areas of personnel and general management, with bigger
growth expected in the latter, specifically in trouble
shooting projects. Finally, using consultancy services
is not a planned or budgeted activity for most companies.
3.2. LIMITATIONS
There are several weaknesses in this study. They are as
follows
1. The response rate is only 37.5% of the sample, which is
75 companies of a sample of 200.
2. Out of 75 respondents, there are only 44 users, which
is just an adequate sample for analysis, since data
obtained from a sample with less than 30 units will
not be regarded as normal distribution. As a result,
this sample size may cause bias in analysing some
specific points, such as the usage rate in relation to
the source of capital. There is no response from
Japanese based companies and a very low response rate
from PRC based companies.
3. Some user-companies are rating more tnan one
consultancy firms which they had been using. They
have to take an 'average out' approach.
4. Another weakness of this study is the non-availability
of secondary data for measuring the trend, business
crrowth. and number of established consultancy firms.
5. This study shares the same weakness with other studies
which use sampling to collect data. The sample may
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not truly reflect the real population. For example,
Hong Kong's manufacturing sector had employed
one-third of the working population and contributed
one fourth of GNP. In this survey, over 50% of
respondents are from the manufacturing sector.
CLOSING REMARKS
The outlook of the consultancy business in the private
sector of Hong Kong is optimistic. The past performance
and image is good.
There are many opportunities for the industry. For
example, over 70% of foreign investment in the PRC is
related to Hong Kong. Various areas of management
consultancy are still underdeveloped, such as in the
areas of investment and general management. Small
companies are potential users for consultancy services as
they are less affordable in buying management time at
wholesale prices.
However, the industry will be limited by the shortage of
qualified personnel. They face the same situation as the
brain drain. Some users in the study remarked that they
found the services of their consultants deteriorating.
Lately, there is talk in the United States between the
country's largest trade organization and the largest
professional institute to bring together the majority of
management consultants. There is a similar move to merge
trade institutes and associations in both Britain and
12Canada. This trend will definitely affect Hong Kong as
professionalism will be developed for the industry.
However, to enable this industry to contribute more
positively to the economy, the weaknesses and areas for
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The Management Development Centre of Hong Kong was set up by the Vocational
Training Council in 1984.
The main purpose of the Centre is to improve the quality and quantity of
management in Hong Kong, ensuring that it is capable of meeting changing needs,
both in the short and the long term.
PRINCIPAL FUNCTIONS
The Centre has four principal functions:
Research
to operaTe as a researcn cenTre, unaerraKing 01 cviii iii55iunincj, ruseutei piuj uib iu
determine the needs for management and supervisory personnel in Hong Kong, to
investigate management training needs, and to work closely with the existing
management development institutions to improve the quantity and quality of
management education and training in Hong Kong.
Development
To develop new teaching programmes and materials which can be used by the
relevant institutions, and also to develop management trainers and teachers.
Coordination
To coordinate the activities of the training boards, educational and training
institutions, and professional associations to develop an overall management training
system in Hong Kong.
Promotion
To promulgate the values of management and supervisory training amongst
employers, to address specifically the needs of the smaller firm and-to encourage
entrepreneurs to participate in relevant activities, to prepare promotional materials
and training guides to assist management. Generally to be a body of skills in manage
ment development for use by Hong Kong companies, associations and teaching
institutions.
INITIAL PROGRAMMES
Initially the Centre is pursuing four major programmes:
1. The General Management Programme.
Activities designed to develop confident, professional general managers for
Hong Kong business.
2. Management Teacher and Trainer Development Programme.
A series of projects and seminars which explore topics such as distance
learning, case study writing, and management research.
3. Open Management Learning Projects.
A programme of research and development relevant to Hong Kong's needs.
4. Research Projects.
Research principally into the management and organizational development
needs of owner-managed businesses and of supervisory first-line management.
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MARKETINGTo maintain a competitive edge in the international as well as PERSONNEL
SERVICESMANAGEMENTlocal markets, businesses today are faced with the crucial tasks
Market Researchof Manpower Planning
Studiesidentifying new markets
Executive Recruitment
Industry Sector• increasing productivity
Executive Appraisal• reducing production costs Surveys/Statistical
and Development Analysis• upgrading production quality Programmes
• accelerating company development Marketing Audits
Salary Surveys and• installing and maintaining efficient management control.
Feasibility StudiesEstablishment
Structure Marketing ObjectivesHKPC's comprehensive range of management and industrial
and Strategy StudiesIncentive
consultancy services is designed to help raise the pro-
Compensation Plans Product Developmentductivity of industrial and commercial establishments through
Job Description and Pricing Policy Studiesbetter coordination and utilization of their manpower and
Job Evaluation
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To cater for planned growth in 1989, Peat Mai-wic Management Consultants Limited wishes to recruit a
number of additional management consultants.,:,e persons appointed will'have the opportunity ol
working! in :a -stimulating. environment atsenior.,manaaement level in many* of Hong Kong's leading
corporatiotis=and companies. 1' fl M^c J y At•.• -a c,.•. v i'L'r ..'1 .:J 6b 1 L:.':_ f :'f+ t,-.:. i
.. 1,...,..... -rte...,•.
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rconsulfaat`-[he company-is part of
larger group of international manage-
ment-consultants W ho, are also about to
develop their activities in Hong Kong..
The consultant willprimarily be working
.with 'senior exe utiv.es'who are looking
•:for' careertmove but. he or she are also'
`-}like to'.become.Increasingly involved
With the,con iuitanc' (.,operation as
whole.
The successf l'c adidate will need to
have a rare 'combination-of assets. 'Age
%.30-45, a gradilatein-'a((usiness dicipline
English, Australian orAmerican origin
-.2, years plus in bong Kong or S.f. Asia,
sales ability, `senior management
experience ideally In both manufacturing
andservicesectoiandAninterestIn',andunderstanding/of'people.
Please telephone for' an appointment'.
with Michael Wood, Managing Director.
Initial meetings will'-be' held between
March.
''27th February and IOth:-:,, JF
Search and Assessment.SeMces(HK) Ltd.7
102 East xgwc Bon d CentreQucenswayHongt ong..Tel: 5-262102:
Collins AsiaNet




aresult.of increased client activity, both in Hong Kong and Australia,- an' opportunitys7JAsraNetssccraeoftle`y+Sq}ev! as inn f• oriented individual witha creativea•-,.f1•..:)- rtivated :ice merciallor aYiiohl.... o y
t .tsinesflair,,Thisrolewillappealtoa professional eitherc rrentlyworkinginthised 'ins on !9'ay. disc%pliiie Olin thecommercialstsector._, •t: J,
tupQAustliaO lque
as ctd thrscffice a n
.:rWe lieve we offertbur clents A ]personalised service more attuned to, their individual
_ret bit'ements `ttyerefore ourconsultants-enjoy a greater degree of autonomy, exposureicressfu! elocatTcJr of r s V
exeQUtiVes befweer`oh onar o 'va' 1 ofi jdusti ies and he'rhallenge of assisting clients at a senior level in their
_ d s#ralia .--, panpower planningrequirem ents-:. ,j,t,-Y•.S• iY)
`l
3K offer you industry training superior future progression togetherNWRr he
x+possibility.of transferring to anyrof the Australian operations. Additionally a competitive
remuneration package will be negotiated with genuinely career minded individuals.





Suite 205, 2nd Floor, Shui On Centre
6-8 HarbourRoad:
KonWanchal Hong 9
5-8645601 .or 5-292912z,'': r:
Date : January 27.1989
Dear Sir/madam
Re: Study on the Emplovment of Consultancy Services in Hong Kong
Business Sector
I am a post-graduate student of the Chinese University of Hong Kong and
I am now conducting the captioned study in partial fulfillment for the
degree of master of Business Administration. for which I am in need of
your invaluable help to provide information through the questionarie
attached.
This study is conducted to look in to the market demand for consultanc
services in the business sector of Hong Kong. and the impact of this
sort of services. The questionaire attached is designed to collect
primary data for the study which you are requested to answer 2 to 12
questions. The data will only be used for statistical analysis and
will be destroyed after use.
I should be most grateful if you would complete and return the
questionaire on or before February 12.1989. A self-addressed envelop
is enclosed for your convenience.
Should you like to have a copy of the data analysis of the study.
please attach a name card of the person to be directed.
If you have any queries in filling the questionaire, please feel free
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STUDY ON EMPLOYMENT OF CONSULTANCY SERVICES
IN HONG KONG BUSINESS SECTOR
the preferred answerPlease
1. Have you ever emoloved consultancv services?
Yes
No (please ignore questions 2 to 8)
2. What kind of consultancy services have you employed?
-. This study is limited to the following 3 areas.
more than one items)You may















A what rhannels have you used to source your consultancy firm?
more than one itemsYou may
Recommedation from rrienas
Advertisement on Newspaper
Direct mailing of promotion pamplets
Management/Professional Journals
Yellow page/Business Telephone Directory




5. Why do you use consultancy services?
This study use 5 point-scale which range fron
1 to 5
a. Inadequate manpower to handle the project
b. Inadequate expertise to handle the project
c. Shortage of time
d. Let the consultant justify my own
initial thinking
e. Obtain objective advices from experts
f. It is fashionable to employ consultant
g. An ad hoc project, not justifiable to
recruit a permanent staff
h. Maintain a "Simple form-lean staff
organizaton structure, strategically avoid
employing more staff
i. Others, please specify
j.
k.
Highly Very Moderately Less Least
Important Important Important Important Important





6. What factors do you consider to be important when selecting a consultancy firm?
This study use 5 point-scale which range from 1 to 5
LeastLessModeratelyVeryHighly
Important Important Important ImportanImportant
( 1 )( 2 )( 3 )( 4 )( 5 )
Pricea.
Past record/performanceb.
Reputation of the consultancy firmc.
d. Expertise of the consultant
International affiliatione.
Specialist/familiarity in your industryf.
Ethical code of conductg.
h. Nationality of the consultant













a. Ability to complete the
assignment on time
b. Rel.iab.lity, trust &
confidentiality
c. Quality of consultancy work
d. Implementability/Workability
e. Ability to understand your
business
f. Effectiveness i.e. final
outcome after implementation
g. Worthiness
8. As a user, how do you rate the consultancy firms'
contribution to Hong Kong community?
UselessLittle UseUsefulFairly UsefulVery Useful
(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)
9- Will you consider to employ consultancy services in the ruture
Yes
No (Please ignore questions 10 to 12)




11. What kind of consultancy services will you employ in the
coming 3 years?





















Kindly provide the following information about your company:
Annual Sales Volume
Under HK$5 million
HK$5 million to less than 10 million
HK$10 million to less than 100 million
HK$100 million to less than 500 million
HK$500 million to less than 1000 million
HK$1000 million and above
Employment size of company
Under 50
50 to less than 100
100 to less than 500




















PLEASE SEND THIS OUT BY THE ENVELOP ATTACHED
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APPENDIX TABLE 1 IMPORTANCE OF THE REASON OF 'INADEQUATE MANPOWER
TO HANDLE THE PROJECT'












APPENDIX TABLE 2 : IMPORTANCE OF THE REASON OF 'INADEQUATE EXPERTISE


























APPENDIX TABLE 4 IMPORTANCE OF THE REASON OF 'LET THE CONSULTANT














APPENDIX TABLE 5 IMPORTANCE OF THE REASON OF 'OBTAIN OBJECTIVE
ADVICE FROM EXPERTS'


























APPENDIX TABLE 7 IMPORTANCE OF THE REASON OF 'AN AD HOC PROJECT
NOT JUSTIFIABLE TO RECRUIT A PERMANENT STAFF'












APPENDIX TABLE 8 IMPORTANCE OF THE REASON OF 'MAINTAIN A "SIMPLE FORM-LEAN STAFF"
ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE, STRATEGICALLY AVOID EMPLOYING MORE STAFF'












APPENDIX TABLE 9: IMPORTANCE OF THE CRITERION OF 'PRICE'












APPENDIX TABLE 10: IMPORTANCE OF THE CRITERION OF'PAST RECORD/PERFORMANCE'









































APPENDIX TABLE 13 IMPORTANCE OF THE CRITERION OF 'INTERNATIONAL AFFILIATION'












APPENDIX TABLE 14 IMPORTANCE OF THE CRITERION OF 'SPECIALIST/
FAMILIARITY IN YOUR INDUSTRY'












APPENDIX TABLE 15 : IMPORTANCE OF THE CRITERION OF 'LTHiUAL uulir ur vuiwuv,1












APPENDIX TABLE 16 IMPORTANCE OF THE CRITERION OF 'NATIONALITY OF THE CONSULTANT'












APPENDIX TABLE 17 USERS' COMMENTS ON CONSULTAN.CY FIRM'S
'ABILITY TO COMPLETE THE ASSIGNMENT ON TIME'


























APPENDIX TABLE 19 USERS' COMMENTS ON CONSULTANCY FIRM'S














APPENDIX TABLE 20 USERS' COMMENTS ON CONSULTANCY FIRM'S
'IMPLEMENTABILITY/WORKABILITY'












APPENDIX TABLE 21 USERS' COMMENTS ON CONSULTANCY FIRM'S
'ABILITY TO UNDERSTAND YOUR BUSINESS'












APPENDIX TABLE 22 USERS' COMMENTS ON CONSULTANCY FIRM'S
'EFFECTIVENESS'












APPENDIX TABLE 23 USERS' COMMENTS ON CONSULTANCY FIRM'S
'WORTHINESS'
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